There are eateries and kiosks in Sam A Tsuen and Lai Chi Wo.

**Starting Point**
- Wu Kau Tang
- Miu Sam Ancient Trail
- Sam A Wan
- Sam A Tsuen Pier
- Lai Chi Wo (Hollow Maple and Five-Finger Camphor)
- Lai Chi Wo Pier

**End Point**

**To the starting point**
- From MTR Tai Po Market Station take green minibus 20R to Wu Kau Tang.

**From the end point**
- A ferry service runs between Lai Chi Wo and Ma Liu Shui on Sundays and public holidays. Ferry time from Lai Chi Wo: 3:30 pm. The ferry takes about 90 minutes. The nearest MTR station from there is University Station, approximately 15 minutes away by foot. Enquiries: +852 2555 9269 (Best Sonic Ind. Ltd.).
- You can return from Lai Chi Wo via the way you came or via an alternate route (about 2 hours; approx. 4.5 km—shown as a dotted line on the map) to Wu Kau Tang Village, from which you can take green minibus 20R to MTR Tai Po Market Station, where other means of transport are available.

**Trip Ideas**
- The Geoheritage Centre organises guided tours of Lai Chi Wo Village on Sundays and public holidays, except the first three days of Chinese New Year. Enquiries: lcwculture@outlook.com
- There are stray dogs in Wu Kau Tang and Lai Chi Wo. Keep an eye out for signs and avoid venturing into residential areas.
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